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Abstract
Common-pool resources and other shared resources frequently suffer from overextraction/overuse and associated
negative externalities. In this paper we design a framed laboratory experiment on downstream water pollution to
investigate (a) the importance of empathy vs. self-interest framing in determining the behavior of upstreamers
regarding the negative externalities, and (b) the potential of downstreamers to influence the choices of
upstreamers using non-monetary sanctions and rewards, alleviating the need for intervention by the local
governments and regulatory institutions. Our results show that empathy framing has a much more significant
impact on individual behavior than self-interest framing. Overall subjects behaved more profit-oriented in the
self-interest framing and more egalitarian in the empathy framing. Lastly, negative emotional feedback is a
powerful tool for changing behavior of subjects towards more environmentally friendly actions. Interestingly,
positive emotional feedback is counterproductive for that. In general our results indicate that explicit emotional
feedback, even though not expressed by everyone, works to the same degree as the implicit appeal to emotions
through framing.
Keywords: empathy framing, self-interest framing, emotional feedback, water pollution, environmental
experiment, reward and punishment
1. Introduction
The problem of shared resources, especially common pool resources (CPRs) (e.g., fisheries and forests), has been
studied for decades. In case of CPRs, if the users are driven solely by self-interest and do not cooperate/coordinate
their actions, overextraction occurs. However, over the years experimental researchers (see, among others, Ostrom
& Walker, 1991; Sally, 1995; Balliet 2010; Cardenas et al., 2000; Ostrom, 2010) showed in the laboratory and in
the field that users of CPRs are not always driven by strict self-interest and often manage to prevent the overuse
(Note 1) of resources through (self-imposed) regulations and sanctions.
In the context of other shared resources unchecked self-interest and lack of cooperation/coordination may lead to
negative externalities through pollution in addition to/instead of overextraction. For many flowing water resources
(such as rivers and creeks) usage creates an upstream-downstream problem. If the upstreamers are motivated
exclusively by self-interest and profit maximization, they are likely to impose negative externalities (in the case of
farmers, for example, water pollution through chemical runoffs and soil erosion) on individuals living downstream.
In contrast, if the upstreamers are motivated by empathetic considerations towards nature and/or the
downstreamers, they may reduce negative externalities by undertaking costly actions.
This situation raises two interesting empirical questions. The first question asks whether there is a difference in
behavior of the upstreamers, if their decision is framed as a decision mainly regarding profit maximization, taking
into account the externalities of pollution, versus if their decision is framed as a decision mostly on preserving the
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cleanliness of water resources, taking into account profit maximization. The former case brings to the forefront
self-interest considerations conditioned by empathy, whereas the latter emphasizes empathetic considerations
tempered by self-interest.
The second question deals with the potential of downstreamers to influence the behavior of upstreamers without
involvement of local governments and regulatory institutions via non-monetary sanctions and rewards (such as
positive/negative word-of-mouth, campaigns to increase awareness about the problem, display of social
(dis)approval, etc.). If such sanctions work and are powerful enough to significantly change the behavior of the
upstreamers, then public policies and environmental organizations should focus on providing venues that facilitate
the flow of information from downstreamers to upstreamers and communication between them.
In this paper we design a downstream water pollution game to investigate these two questions. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the theoretical underpinning of our study, Section 3 describes
the experimental design and hypotheses, Section 4 analyses the results, Section 5 concludes.
2. Framing and (Dis)Approval Effects
2.1 Framing Effects
Experimental economists are rightfully concerned about the potential framing effect of instructions. The majority
of economic experiments is framed neutrally and presents a context-free environment to minimize social cues of
how one should behave and to minimize the influence of homegrown values on individual decisions in the
laboratory. Neutral wording allows researchers to retain control over the factors that influence subjects’ choices.
However, in certain contexts it is impossible to avoid framing without making the task irrelevant. A number of
studies examine the effect of framing in the instructions on individual behavior in the context of corruption
(Abbink & Hennig-Schmidt, 2006; Barr & Serra, 2009), public goods games (Andreoni, 1995; Cookson, 2000;
Park, 2000; Fujimoto & Park, 2010; Cubitt, Drouvelis & Gächter, 2011; Cubitt, et al. 2011), sequential bargaining
games (Brosig et al., 2003), and altruistic giving in dictator games (Duffy & Kornienko 2010). The existing
experiments manipulating the framing of instructions can be separated roughly into two categories:
procedural-oriented framing (which compares the different ways of representing the problem, e.g. neutral context
vs. contextualized, or the type of payoff presentation) and priming-oriented framing (which suggests a particular
value judgment, e.g. selfish vs. altruistic, positive vs. negative, take vs. give).
The effect of procedural-oriented framing is ambiguous. In bribing games, Abbink & Hennig-Schmidt (2006)
showed that there is no difference between individual behavior exposed to neutral and framed/contextualized
instructions, while Barr & Serra (2009) reported the opposite finding. In public goods games, Cookson (2000)
found that changing the presentational variables (e.g. the formulation of the payoff function or the type of
comprehension task) has a strong effect on experimental results. In sequential bargaining games, Brosig et al.
(2003) reported the existence of a hot (ordinary sequential manner, i.e. the subjects respond to the choices made by
their partner) versus cold effect (strategy method, i.e. the subjects submit a complete set of choices before play
commences) (Note 2), while earlier research by Brandts & Charness (2000) did not find it.
The effect of priming-oriented framing is more robust. Andreoni (1995) and follow-up studies by Park (2000) and
Fujimoto & Park (2010) demonstrated that subjects contributed significantly more to a public good under positive
framing (investing in a public good) compared to negative framing (investing in a private good). Along the same
lines Cubitt et al. (2011) showed that there is a framing effect when expressing moral judgment about contributions,
with free-riding in a Give treatment being condemned more strongly than in a Take treatment. However, when
one controls for contributions, monetary punishment and self-reported emotions are not sensitive to Give versus
Take manipulation. In the dictator game Duffy & Kornienko (2010) showed that the subjects give more in an
altruistic treatment (dictators are ranked in descending order according to the amount they give) as compared to a
control and to a selfish treatment (dictators are ranked in descending order according to the amount they keep for
themselves).
This paper contributes to the ongoing discussion in the experimental literature about framing effects by examining
the priming-oriented framing effects in the context of environmental protection.
2.2 Social (Dis)Approval through Reward/Punishment and Emotions
Rewards and punishments are used to express social (dis)approval and increase fairness and cooperation in social
dilemmas and situations involving distribution of income and assets. Experimental papers report that punishment
is more effective than rewards in dictator games (Andreoni et al., 2003), public goods games (Dickinson, 2001;
Sefton et al., 2008; Sutter et al., 2010, but not in Walker & Halloran, 2004), and common pool resource games (van
Soest & Vyrastekova, 2006). Furthermore, Andreoni et al. (2003) show that both methods are complements rather
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than substitutes in enforcing the ideals/norms and reaching the specific objectives. This effect is particularly strong
when the punishments and rewards are decided and implemented by the group members rather than by an
exogenous institution (Sutter et al., 2010).
Actions of individuals, both helping and hurting, are strongly linked to positive and negative emotions of the
affected party (Offerman, 2002; Bosman & van Widen, 2002; Xiao & Houser, 2005). Rewards and punishments
represent positive and negative reciprocity and as such they are behavioral means to express positive and negative
emotions. According to Fehr & Gächter (2002, p.139) negative emotions are the proximate sources of punishment:
“Free riding may cause strong negative emotions among the cooperators and these emotions, in turn, may trigger
their willingness to punish the free riders.” Similarly, “costly punishment might itself be used to express negative
emotions” (Xiao & Houser, 2005, p.7398); anger (regarding norm violations) and guilt are sufficient to induce
punishment (Nelissen & Zeelenberg, 2009), and a higher intensity of reported positive/negative emotions
increases the likelihood of reward/punishment (Offerman, 2002). As positive and negative emotions are expressed
in terms of reward and punishment, they, in turn, may also trigger emotions in a receiving party and cause a second
round of reciprocation.
To the best of our knowledge there is no systematic investigation of the impact of expressed negative and (explicit)
positive emotions (not just an absence of disapproval) by the affected party back on the affecting party. This link
does not seem to be straightforward. Hopfensitz & Reuben (2009) showed that the effectiveness of negative
emotions, expressed by the punishing party, depends on the reaction of those who are punished. Specifically, if the
expressed negative emotions lead to anger this may cause retaliation, whereas if shame and guilt are the result, it
may restrain the desire of the punished party to fight back (Hopfensitz & Reuben, 2009). It is very plausible that
the effect of positive emotions will be similarly contradictory. Positive emotions, expressed by the rewarding party,
can trigger positive reciprocity in the rewarded party and further increase cooperation and altruistic actions. At the
same time positive emotions signal that the rewarding party is satisfied with the outcome, which may encourage
the rewarded party to be a little more selfish next time around and test a lower threshold of acceptability.
In this paper we conduct a 2-round game in which after the first round the affected party can express their emotions
regarding the outcome/behavior to the affecting party. This allows testing how much this emotional response will
influence the behavior of the affecting party in the second round.
2.3 Monetary versus Non-Monetary Rewards and Punishments
Several experimental studies demonstrate that non-monetary sanctions and rewards can be as efficient as monetary
incentives in inducing cooperation and fair outcomes. Masclet et al. (2003) showed that contribution levels to
public goods from both monetary and non-monetary sanctions (expressing a degree of disapproval) are similar,
with non-monetary sanctions working better under partner, as compared to stranger matching. Bochet et al. (2006)
found that both face-to-face and verbal communication through a chat room (with anonymity and with no facial
expressions) have stronger effects on increasing contributions to public goods, than monetary punishment. Xiao &
Houser (2009) showed in an ultimatum bargaining game that monetary punishment is more effective than informal
sanctions (written messages) in promoting fairness. However, their results, taken together with Xiao & Houser
(2005), indicate that as a sanctioning mechanism expressing emotions is overall more beneficial for social welfare
than costly monetary punishment, as it eliminates (pecuniary) welfare losses. López-Pérez & Vorsatz (2010)
demonstrated that approval/disapproval (Note 3) feedback fosters cooperation in the prisoner’s dilemma games as
it increases awareness about the other’s feelings and because individuals are disapproval-averse. However, the
effect of positive and negative feedback is not the same. According to Dugar (2010) costless ratings of disapproval
assigned by group members lead to the most efficient equilibrium in the coordination game, whereas ratings of
approval cause just the opposite. Finally, Noussair & Tucker (2005) found that monetary and non-monetary
punishments are complements rather than substitutes as they appeal to different populations and at different time
horizons.
In our experiment we test the effectiveness of non-monetary reward and punishment through a discrete and
standardized expression of emotions in inducing a more equal distribution.
3. Experimental Design and Procedures
3.1 Design of the Downstream Water Pollution Game
We model the environmental protection context by using a framed laboratory experiment on downstream water
pollution. This is a three-player game. The first player is a farmer performing agricultural operations upstream
(henceforth called Upstream Farmer or UF) who decides on the usage of conservation technology. This
technology (called conservation tillage or CT, see Note 4) lessens the negative impact of farming on the water
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quality in downstream rivers and lakes, but is more costly than the alternative intensive tillage (IT, see Note 5) for
the UF. The descriptions of agricultural technologies presented to the subjects in the instructions were significantly
modified and simplified to avoid any misunderstanding and ambiguity. The UF’s payoff (
) in tokens depends
negatively on her usage of conservation technology, specifically the amount of land (out of her endowment of 500
acres) she places under conservation tillage (
∈ 0, 500 ):
500

2 ∗ (500

)

(1)

The second player is an individual who is drawing her drinking water from the lakes and rivers downstream
(henceforth called Downstream Water User or DWU) and incurs the cost of cleaning the polluted water. The
DWU’s payoff (
) in tokens positively depends on the cleanliness of the downstream lake:
500

10 ∗ (%

)

(2)

The third player has a dual role: he performs farming operations upstream (thus deciding on the usage of
conservation technology) and, at the same time, lives on farms tied to rural water supply systems that draw water
from the very stream passing through his own farmland, and is, hence, using drinking water from downstream
(those individuals are called Upstream Farmer/ Downstream Water User or UF/DWU). The UF/DWU’s payoff
(
) in tokens negatively depends on his usage of conservation technology
∈ 0, 500 , and
/
/
positively on the cleanliness of the lake:
/

2 ∗ 500

10 ∗ (%

/

)

(3)

The cleanliness of the lake is determined as the proportion of land placed under conservation tillage by the two
farmers (UF and UF/DWU, see Note 6):
/

%

∗ 100%

(4)

The game represents a zero-sum game, where the total group payoff is independent of the payoff distribution: the
three players were sharing 3000 tokens. The structure of the payoffs was chosen so that each of the three players
250 acres, which leads to
gets an equal payoff of 1000 tokens if the farmers choose
/
%
50% (for selected combinations of strategies and payoffs see the top half of
Table 1).
The Nash equilibrium (conditional on the standard assumption of profit-maximizing behavior) for both UF and
UF/DWU is to choose a zero level of conservation technology since for the UF/DWU the return on conservation
technology is twice the return on the lake cleanliness. In this sense the decision of UF and UF/DWU to use
non-zero levels of conservation technology is similar to altruistic giving in a dictator game.
Table 1. Selected strategies and payoffs of the players
Upstream Farmer/ Downstream Water User
EMPATHY FRAME
Upstream Farmer

CTUF/DWU =500

CTUF/DWU =250

CTUF/DWU =0

CTUF =500

500, 1000, 1500

500, 1250, 1250

500, 1500, 1000

CTUF =250

1000, 750, 1250

1000, 1000, 1000

1000, 1250, 750

CTUF =0

1500, 500, 1000

1500, 750, 750

1500, 1000, 500

ITUF/DWU =500

ITUF/DWU =250

ITUF/DWU =0

SELF-INTEREST
FRAME

Upstream Farmer

ITUF =500

1500, 1000, 500

1500, 750, 750

1500, 500, 1000

ITUF =250

1000, 1250, 750

1000, 1000, 1000

1000, 750, 1250

ITUF =0

500, 1500, 1000

500, 1250, 1250

500, 1000, 1500

Description: The table provides selected decisions of the UF and UF/DWU and their outcomes in EMPATHY FRAME and SELF-INTEREST FRAME
treatments. The numbers in each cell represent the payoffs of the three players given the choices by UF and UF/DWU. The payoffs are written
in the following order: UF, UF/DWU, DWU.

3.2 Experimental Treatments
We implemented three manipulations: two framing (empathy and self-interest) treatments using loaded language
and one no-framing treatment using neutral language. In the framing treatments the players were referred to as UF,
DWU, and UF/DWU. They were presented with the description of the upstream-downstream situation and asked
to make decisions regarding the choice of tillage on their land. In the NEUTRAL FRAME treatment the players were
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referred too as Player 1, 2,
2 and 3, and w
were presented w
with a situatioon described inn a neutral langguage in which
h they
had to alloocate chips betw
ween Options A and B.
The two frraming treatmeents differed inn how the situattion was presennted to the subj
bjects. In the EM
MPATHY FRAM
ME the
context waas described frrom the point oof view empathhetic to the DW
WU and the paarticipants had to choose the level
of conservvation tillage thhat will affect thhe cleanliness of the lake as ddiscussed in thhe previous subbsection. Accorrding
to Singer ((2009, p.252) “when we emppathize, we shhare another peerson’s feelinggs”. In line witth that our emp
pathy
(Note 7) frraming stressess the effect of tthe farmer’s chhoice on the w
water user’s outtcomes and thrrough that incre
eases
the undersstanding and seensitivity of th
he former to thee feelings of thhe latter.
In the SELLF-INTEREST FRAME
R
the context was descriibed from a self-interest/proffit-maximizingg point of view
w and
the particippants had to chhoose the levell of intensive ttillage (IT, lesss environmentaally friendly teechnology) that will
affect the pollution of the
t lake. The description unnderlining selff-interest refleects the traditiional public policy
framing inn which monetaary profit-maxximization by ffarmers is a deefault assumptiion of conservvation policies. This
thus posess a natural com
mparison point for the empathhy frame.
The payofff of the three players
p
in the SELF-INTERESST FRAME was mirroring the payoffs in thee EMPATHY FRAME
R
and was caalculated basedd on IT and % pollution of thhe lake. The deecisions of the farmers in twoo treatments ca
an be
converted as:
500
0
and %
100% %
. Sim
milar
to the EMPPATHY FRAME, in SELF-INTEEREST FRAME tthe players gett an equal payyoff of 1000 tookens if the farrmers
choose
250 accres which leeads to %
50
0% (for sele
ected
/
combinatioons of strategiies and payofffs see the botttom half of Taable 1). To sim
mplify the anaalysis, all data
a was
converted and the resultss below will bee discussed in terms of CT aand the cleanlinness of the lakke.
3.3 Roundds of the Game and Emotionaal Feedback
The game was played foor two rounds. In each rounnd the UF and UF/DWU (orr Player 1 and 2 in the NEUT
TRAL
FRAME maanipulation) chose
c
the acreeage under CT
T (EMPATHY FRAME) or IT (SELF-INTEREEST FRAME) or the
number off chips to place into Option B (NEUTRAL FR
RAME). Next, th
he DWU receivved informatioon about the lev
vel of
cleanlinesss or pollution of
o the lake, buut not the actuaal CT/IT choicees of UF and U
UF/DWU (Notte 8).
At the endd of the first roound the DWU
U was given thee opportunity tto express her positive or neegative emotion
ns by
sending em
moticons: a sm
miley/happy facce  or a frow
wney/unhappy face  to bothh farmers (Notte 9). Sending each
face was ccostly for the DWU
D
(50 tokenns). If the emooticons were seent, they appeaared on the screeen of both farrmers
(Figure 1aa, b). In order too minimally poollute the data,, the payoffs off subjects weree not shown to them until afte
er the
game. Thee UF and the DWU
D
could havve potentially ccalculated theiir earnings, butt not the UF/D
DWU as she wa
as not
aware of tthe cleanlinesss of the lake. We specifically did not waant to show thhe cleanliness of the lake to
o the
UF/DWU,, as from the cleanliness
c
theey could have inferred the C
CT of the UF,, and this know
wledge could have
affected thheir decisions in
i the second rround. After thhat the game prroceeded to thee second (and last) round.

Figure 1. a,
a b. Smiley annd frowney em
moticons receivved by the farm
mers from the D
DWU
Description: These are the z-Tree
z
screen shoots that were shoown to the UF annd UF/DWU if the DWU, after observing the level of
cleanliness/ppollution of the lakke, sent them (a) – a smiling or (b) – a frowning face.

minate strategiic consideratio
ons of
Although oone-shot gamees are preferablle for this typee of analysis beecause they elim
players in the repeated game
g
context, we believe that our two-rouund game achiieves the samee objective. Ne
either
within onee round nor acrross the two roounds were theere any strategiic consideratioons: the decisioon of the UF afffects
the payofff of the UF/DW
WU, but not vicce versa; the deecision of the U
UF affects thee payoff of the DWU, but nott vice
13
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versa; finally, the decision of the UF/DWU affects the DWU’s payoff, but not vice versa (in the instructions the
players were not told that the DWU will be able to send an emotional feedback and, thus, could not have reacted
strategically to avoid/solicit it).
3.4 Hypotheses
The hypotheses deal with the framing effect, the difference between the decisions of UF and UF/DWU, and the
effect of the discrete emotions expressed by the DWU towards the decisions of the UF and the UF/DWU.
The framing effect, if present, will affect two decisions: the usage of conservation technology by the farmers and
the likelihood to send a smiley or frowney emoticon by the water user. The null hypothesis is that there is no
difference neither between the EMPATHY and SELF-INTEREST FRAME nor between the loaded manipulations and
the NEUTRAL FRAME. For the farmers’ decisions, the alternative hypothesis is that the framing affects farmers’
choice
of
the
CT
level
and
the
following
pattern
will
be
observed:
∙
. The rejection of the null
hypothesis would be in line with findings reported in similar situations by Andreoni (1995), Park (2000), Fujimoto
& Park (2010), Cubitt et al. (2011), and Duffy & Kornienko (2010). As for the likelihood to send an emoticon, the
alternative hypothesis is that the loaded framing will result in a higher propensity to send a face than the NEUTRAL
FRAME, and there will be relatively more smileys in the EMPATHY FRAME and relatively more frowneys in the
SELF-INTEREST FRAME. However, in the case of emotional response, it is reasonable to expect that the null
hypothesis will not be rejected as the DWU is more likely to be affected by the lake cleanliness and react on that,
rather than on framing. This expectation is supported by the findings of Cubitt, Drouvelis & Gächter (2011), who
showed that the propensity to punish in the public goods game is driven by the contributions rather than by the
framing effect.
From the self-interest perspective and even accounting for empathy towards the DWU (since both farmers equally
affect the lake cleanliness), the decisions of UF and UF/DWU about conservation technology are conceptually
equivalent. The null hypothesis is that there will be no difference between the CT chosen by the two farmers within
one treatment. The alternative hypothesis is that within one treatment
. The UF/DWU, by the
/
nature of the situation, is better able to empathize, to “walk-in-the-shoes” of the DWU, while the UF can only
imagine how it would feel like. In that sense, the position of the UF/DWU is similar to a situation in which people
play non-symmetric games with switching roles [following the discussion by Brosig et al. (2003) about the
comparison of simple bargaining game and a game with switching roles]. The UF/DWU is more likely to engage in
self-reflection and empathetic considerations and will have more realistic beliefs on how it feels like being a
DWU. The beliefs of the UF, on the other hand, may be less realistic and, thus, their decisions are expected to be
less empathetic. In this case we would expect to reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative. A rejection
would be corroborated by the difference between bargaining and dictator games in which the players are switching
roles and the games in which they do not [see the discussion in Brosig et al. (2003, p.85) comparing their results to
Brandts & Charness (2000)].
Finally, consider the effect of positive or negative emotions expressed by the DWU on the decisions of the UF and
UF/DWU in the second round. The null hypothesis is that the emotional response will have no effect on the
farmer’s choices. The alternative hypothesis is that both smiley and frowney faces will encourage the farmers to
increase their CT usage, with frowney being more effective in achieving that goal. As positive and negative
emotions are shown to be linked to monetary rewards and punishments (Offerman, 2002; Bosman & van Widen,
2002) and those monetary rewards and punishments affect behavior, it is reasonable to expect that we will reject
the null hypothesis. Along the same lines, as punishments were shown to be more effective than rewards (Andreoni
et al., 2003; Dickinson, 2001; Sefton et al., 2008; Sutter et al., 2010; van Soest & Vyrastekova, 2006), we would
expect that expressing negative emotions will increase CT usage more than expressing positive emotions.
3.5 Procedures and Subjects
Each subject was assigned a 5-digit random number to assure anonymity. The experimental instructions were read
to the participants aloud and also presented on their computer screen. In addition, each subject received two
handouts: a 11X11 payoffs table with some of the possible combinations of strategies and a list of formulas to
calculate the payoffs. Following the instructions the experimenter answered questions and the participants were
presented with a quiz checking their understanding of the instructions and the calculation of the payoffs. After all
subjects successfully completed the quiz they proceeded to the experiment.
In total, 216 subjects participated in the experiment: 84 in each of the EMPATHY and SELF-INTEREST FRAME and 48
in the NEUTRAL FRAME treatments, resulting in 28, 28 and 16 independent observations per treatment respectively.
All subjects were recruited at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (the majority were students, 45% females,
14
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average agge was 27 yeears). The expperiment was conducted in the Experimeental and Behavioral Econo
omics
Laboratoryy. All sessions were computeerized and adm
ministered usingg the software z-Tree (Fischbbacher, 2007). Each
session waas 70-100 minuutes long. The tokens that thee participants eearned during tthe experimentt (sum of payoffs in
both roundds) were conveerted into dollarrs ($1=70 tokeens) and paid too the participannts privately inn cash, with ave
erage
earnings oof $28.9 (Note 10).
4. Experim
mental Resultts and Discusssion
4.1 Decisions of the UF and UF/DWU
U in the First R
Round
4.1.1 Lakee Cleanliness and
a Conservatiion Technologgy
The decisiion of the farm
mers about the conservation technology ledd to quite highh levels of lakee cleanliness in the
first roundd: 46.3%, 34.7%
% and 29.4% in the EMPATH
HY, NEUTRAL, and SELF-INT
TEREST FRAME
E, respectively. This
result is inn line with whhat one would expect given the findings reeported in the previous literrature, as discu
ussed
above. Acccording to the non-parametric Kruskal-W
Wallis test (χ2(2)=7.74, p-vaalue=0.02) theere is a signifficant
difference between the treatments.
t
Thhe analysis of each pair of ttreatments usinng the Mann-W
Whitney-Wilcoxon
rank-sum test indicated that the onlyy significant (aat 5% or less)) difference iss between thee cleanliness in
n the
EMPATHY and the defaullt position reprresented by thee SELF-INTEREEST FRAME (p=
=0.00899).
Result 1. E
Empathy framiing leads to higgher usage of cconservation teechnology as ccompared to seelf-interest fram
ming.
Based on tthe Kruskal-W
Wallis test the trreatment effectt on the levels oof conservationn tillage chosenn by the UF an
nd the
UF/DWU (Figure 2) waas statistically ssignificant diff
fferent (χ2(2)=112.26, p-value=
=0.0023). Sim
milarly to above
e, the
Mann-Whhitney-Wilcoxoon rank-sum ttest showed a significant diifference onlyy between the CT by UF in
n the
EMPATHY and SELF-INTEEREST FRAME (p=0.0005). A
As for the CT leevels that weree chosen by thee UF/DWU, ne
either
the Kruskaal-Wallis nor the
t Mann-Whiitney-Wilcoxoon tests indicatted statisticallyy significant ddifferences betw
ween
the treatmeents.

Figgure 2. Conserrvation Tillagee (CT) chosen bby the farmerss in round 1
Description: The figure reflectts the decisions off the UF and UF/D
DWU in Round 1 ddepending on the treatment and thee type of the farme
er. The
T, all three playerss (UF,
farmers coulld place a maximuum of 500 acres under Conservatiion Tillage. If botth farmers place 2250 acres for CT
UF/DWU, annd DWU) will gett an equal payoff oof 1000 tokens.

Overall thhis leads to thee rejection of tthe null hypotthesis regardinng the absencee of a framingg effect on the lake
cleanlinesss, with the em
mphasis that thee difference inn the lake cleaanliness is drivven by the UF’s behavior. In
n this
game the ratio of UF to
t UF/DWU iis 1:1, and onne would expeect more pronnounced differrences between
n the
manipulatiions the more the ratio in thee community iss skewed towaards UF.
4.1.2 Diffeerence betweenn UF and UF/D
DWU Choicess
The hypotthesis regardinng no differencce between thee decisions of UF and UF/D
DWU is rejecteed in one treattment
and not rej
ejected in two others. As is eevident from F
Figure 2 there is hardly any difference bettween the leve
els of
conservation tillage chossen by UF andd UF/DWU in the EMPATHY
Y FRAME. The 2
238 and 225 aacres of land placed
under the conservation tillage
t
by UF and UF/DWU
U resulted in appproximately eequal payoffs for UF, UF/D
DWU,
and DWU: 1024, 1013, and
a 963 tokenns respectively.. In the NEUTR
RAL FRAME the
e difference is noticeable (20
03 for
UF/DWU and 144 for UF), howeverr, not statisticcally significannt according tto the Mann-W
Whitney-Wilcoxon
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rank-sum test. SELF-IN
NTEREST FRAM
ME is the on
nly case wheere the differrence is statisstically signifficant
(Mann-Whhitney-Wilcoxxon rank-sum ttest p-value=0.0369) with U
UF/DWU placiing 196 and U
UF placing 98 acres
under consservation tillagge.
Result 2. T
The forced “w
walking-in-the-sshoes-of-otherrs” tempers sellf-interested coonsiderations.
This is in line with the conjecture
c
by Singer & Fehhr (2005, p.3433) that “the veery ability to empathize may
y also
underminee purely self-iinterested choiices”. This result also provvides further ssupport for thee dual-interestt and
metaeconoomic framewoork (Hayes & Lynne, 20004; Lynne, 20006). It suggests that peopple are imagining
themselvess in the state of others in tthe communitty, and, as a rresult, are connditioning theiir own interna
alized
pursuit of self-interest with
w the shared other-interest. This result, taaken together with the aforementioned framing
effect, sugggests that undder the self-intterest frame raaising the stakees of the upstrreamers in the downstream water
w
quality (suuch as the casee with UF/DWU
U) inspires a m
more equal payyoffs distributiion with a maggnitude comparable
to empathyy framing. In that
t sense salieent incentives aare as powerfuul as empathy cconsiderationss. In contrast, under
u
the empathhy frame this strategy does not lead to a significant chaange in behavvior, because thhe subjects alrready
have reachhed a near equuitable distribuution and “wallking-in-the-shhoes-of-others”” does not neeed to “temper”
” any
longer.
4.2 Expresssion of Emotioons by the DW
WU
Downstreaamers demonsstrated substanntial willingneess to (costly)) express theiir emotions: ssmiley or frow
wney
emoticons were sent inn more than 660% of the ccases in the fframing treatm
ments (consisteent with impo
osing
monetary rrewards and puunishments in the Carrot-Stiick treatment iin Andreoni et al. (2003)) annd 56% of the cases
c
in the neuttral scenario. In
I the SELF-INTTEREST FRAMEE treatment 9 oout of 10 emotticons sent weere frowneys, while
w
in the EMPPATHY FRAME only 6 out of 10 were frownneys (Figure 3)).

Figure 3. Perrcentage of DW
WUs sending aan emotional feeedback
Description: The figure reflectts the proportion of the DWUs whoo sent to the farm
mers a smiley or a frowney in Rounnd 1 in each of the
e three
Sending a face cost the DWU 50 tokkens.
treatments. S

Positive em
motions were expressed whhen the cleanlliness of the laake was 50-700%, depending on the treattment
(Figure 4),, suggesting thhat the distribbution of payooffs has to be biased in favvor of the DW
WU to trigger their
positive em
motions througgh . There is also a spreadd of about 20 percentage pooints of lake ccleanliness betw
ween
the treatm
ments in the caases when emootions were noot expressed. H
However, therre is a consenssus regarding what
must be puunished by neggative emotionns – a cleanlineess of the lake of, on averagee, between 19.7% and 26.8%
% will
result in  being sent.
To test forr the statisticall significance oof the differennces between thhe treatments w
we constructedd multinomial logit
regressionns in which wee controlled foor the cleanlineess of the lakee (Table 2). T
The dummies ffor treatment in
n the
linear form
m (Model 2) as
a well as an innteraction withh cleanliness ((Model 3) are not significannt. Given this result
r
we cannott reject the nulll hypothesis oon the absencee of a framing effect on sending emotionaal feedback. In
n line
with the fiindings reporteed by Cubitt, D
Drouvelis & G
Gächter (2011),, in our experim
ment emotionaal punishments and
rewards arre based on the more immeddiate payoff-reelevant inform
mation (such ass lake cleanlineess), rather tha
an on
framing.
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Figure 4. Average
A
cleanliiness of the lakke that triggerss emotion exprression by treaatment
Description: The figure reflectts the level of cleannliness of the lakee in Round 2 in thee three treatments tabulated by the fface sent by the DW
WU to
the farmers.

Table 2. M
Multinomial loggit model withh the dependennt variable “Possitive or Negattive Emotions”” ( or )
Model 1
Mod
del 2
Model 3
INTERCEPT

-3.19***
-2.800**
-3.29***

2.30***
2.55***
1.588*
CLEANLINESS
4.77**
6.08**
5.466**

-6.41***
-9.98***
-7.177***

EMPATHY FRA
AME

-0.779

1.333
SELF-INTERESTT FRAME

-1.553

1.222
CLEANLINESS x EMPATHY FRAM
ME
-0.95

3.30

CLEANLINESS x SELF-INTEREST FRAME
-2.37

3.73

-56.7
-54.6
Log-Likelihoodd
-533.6
0.45
0.49
Nagelkerke R2
0.550
Description: Significance levells: *** - 1%, ** - 5%, * - 10%. Thee table shows the rresult of the regressions estimating the influence of th
he
motions (smiley orr frowney) by the DWU.
treatment andd the level of lake cleanliness on thee expression of em

i the only varriable that affeects the expresssion of emotions (Table 2).. Positive emo
otions
Cleanlinesss of the lake is
(in the forrm of ) are expressed
e
signnificantly (at 5%-level) less often than no emotions, as iis evident from
m the
negative sign in front off INTERCEPT ffor  in all thhree models. H
However, the ddownstreamerss are quite eag
ger to
express thheir negative em
motions (posittive and signifficant coefficieent in front off INTERCEPT fo
for ). The cle
eaner
the lake is, the higher is the probabbility that the DWU expressses positive eemotions (in Model 1, for lake
cleanlinesss the odds ratiio of sending  over not exxpressing emottions is 1.049, see Note 11). Consequently
y, the
cleaner thee lake is, the loower is the proobability that the DWU exppresses negativve emotions (inn Model 1, forr lake
cleanlinesss the odds ratioo of sending  over not exprressing emotioons is 0.938).
Result 3. T
The expressionn of emotions is driven by thhe outcomes annd it is indepenndent of framinng.
These finddings suggest that
t
subjects aare eager to exxpress directlyy their emotionns even thoughh this expression is
costly for them. Positivee emotions aree expressed whhen the outcom
mes are in theirr favor (higherr than equal sh
hare).
Negative eemotions are expressed
e
wheen the resultingg payoff falls below 30% off the equal payyoff. Expressio
on of
emotion iss motivated by the payoff, raather than by frraming.
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4.3 Effectiiveness of Emootions: The UF
F and UF/DWU
U Choices in thhe Second Rouund
The comparison of the effectiveness
e
oof positive andd negative emootions in prom
moting environm
mentally consc
cious
behavior leed to (perhaps) an unsurprisiing result: the expression of negative emottions worked w
well and betterr than
the expresssion of positiive emotions. This is in linne with findinngs that punisshments are m
more effective than
rewards (A
Andreoni et al.,
a 2003; Dicckinson, 20011; Sefton et aal., 2008; Suutter et al., 20010; van Soest &
Vyrastekova, 2006). Thee cleanliness oof the lake in the second rouund increased,, on average, bby 14.7 percen
ntage
points in rresponse to .
 Expressing ppositive emotiions, on the otther hand, bacckfired: the faarmers realized
d that
they would be able to squeeze
s
out a little more proofit and as a rresult the cleaanliness of the lake decrease
ed on
average byy 6.0 percentagge points in reesponse to . The cleanliness stayed apprroximately the same (on ave
erage,
0.6 percenntage points redduction) if the emotions werre not expresseed. Intriguinglyy, the reaction of the two farrmers
on emotionns was quite different
d
(Figurre 5): while the frowney emooticons led to a similar increease in the usage of
conservation technologyy, smiley emotticons negativeely affected thhe UF/DWUs, but not UFs. T
This rather striking
result sugggests that posiitive emotionss signaled thatt the rewardingg party was satisfied with tthe outcome which
w
encouraged the rewardedd party (UF/DW
WU) to yield tto the temptation to be more selfish in the second round.

Figuure 5. Absolutee change in thee usage of consservation technnology in respoonse to emotioonal feedback
Description: The figure reflectts the absolute chaange in the level oof Conservation T
Tillage (CT, in acrres) chosen by thee farmers in Roun
nd 2 as
compared to Round 1.

ns on
The regression analysiss (Table 3) prrovides a morre detailed piccture regardinng the influencce of emotion
outcomes in the second round. The deependent variaable in Modelss 4 & 5 is the absolute diffeerence between the
cleanlinesss of the lake inn the second annd the first rouunds. Only negative emotionss can explain thhis difference – the
coefficientt in front of thee dummy for  is significannt at 1% (Modeel 4), whereas tthe one for  iis not. The ana
alysis
of the interraction betweeen the treatmennts and emotionns (Model 5) rreveals that neggative emotionns play a signifficant
role only inn the SELF-INTTEREST FRAMEE (as the rest off the coefficiennts are not signnificant). In thiss treatment sen
nding
a frowningg face led, , on average, to an increase in thee lake cleanliness by 21.8 perrcentage points. Coupled witth the
fact that thhe first round average
a
cleanlliness was 29.44%, this suggeests that the exxpression of neegative emotio
ons is
extremely effective and can, on its ownn, guarantee thhat the DWU ggets their ‘fair//equal’ share oof 1000 tokens. The
seeming inneffectiveness of the emotionnal sanctions aand rewards inn the EMPATHY
Y FRAME was, most likely, driven
by the disttributions of the average payooffs in the firstt round which w
were already aalmost equal (1024, 1013, and
d 963
tokens resppectively). In the
t second rouund emotional feedback was therefore unabble to sway thee farmers to giv
ve up
more of thheir payoffs inn favor of the D
DWU (in the second round the average payoffs in EMPPATHY FRAME were
1018, 10166, and 966 for the UF, UF/D
DWU, and DW
WU, respectivelyy).
Models 6--9 are estimatted with the ddifference betw
ween the usagge of conservaation technology by the UF
F and
UF/DWU in the second and
a the first roound as the deppendent variablle. As shown aabove, for bothh farmers a neg
gative
t a significantt increase in thhe CT usage onnly in the SELFF-INTEREST FRA
AME. However, the
emotional feedback led to
U was more prronounced: cetteris paribus thhe UF/DWU rresponded by pplacing 128.1 acres
effect of  on UF/DWU
more undeer CT, while the UF increasedd CT “only” byy 92.3 acres. G
Given that each of the farmerss had a maximu
um of
500 acres, those numberrs are quite higgh.
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Table 3. T
Tobit regressionn with dependeent variables ““absolute changge in round 2 aas compared too round 1”
Modeel 4†
Dependent V
Variable

Model 5†

Abbs. ch. Cleanlinesss

Mod
del 6‡

Mod
del 7‡

Abs.ch. CT by UF
F

Moodel 8‡

Mo
odel 9‡

A
Abs.ch. CT by UF/D
DWU

INTERCEPT

-0.612

-0.6612

299.43

299.38

-334.62

-3
34.61

 (dummy)

-5.350

-1.8888

-311.35

-16.88

-225.88

-2
2.885

 (dummy)

15.288***

-0.4408

41.30′

-19.58

1111.7***

14.62
1

HY FRAME
 x EMPATH

-10.36

-41.07

-6
67.76

 x SELF-INTTEREST FRAME

13..75

500.00

87.50
8

 x EMPATH
HY FRAME

13..34

400.20

93.18
9

21.811***

922.26*

12
28.1*

 x SELF-INTTEREST FRAME
Log-Likelihoood

-2455.8

-241.3

-3772.4

-3770.1

-3382.4

-3
379.4

Nagelkerke R2

0.18

0.228

0..06

00.12

00.17

0.23

Description: Significance levells: *** - 1%, ** - 5%, * - 10%, ′ - 116%. † - the depenndent variable is ccensored between -100 and 100; ‡ - the
dependent vaariable is censoredd between -500 annd 500. The table sshows the results oof the regression eestimating the inflluence of the treatment
and emotionss on the change in the cleanliness off the lake and the level of conservatiion tillage chosen by the farmers in R
Round 2 as compa
ared to
Round 1.

Result 4. E
Expressing neggative emotionns is effective in moving peoople towards m
more equal disttributions.
From the aactions of UFs and UF/DWU
Us in the seconnd round we geet another conffirmation of the power of acttually
“walking-iin-the-shoes” of
o other peoplee: the UF/DWU
Us are more reesponsive to soocial cues than the UFs in term
ms of
initial deciisions and reacction on the D
DWUs’ disapprroval. All but one coefficiennt in Models 6-9 are insignifficant
and thus definite conclussions cannot bee made. Neverrtheless, we obbserve that posiitive coefficiennts in Models 8 & 9
are larger than the resppective coefficients in Modeels 6 & 7, andd all but one nnegative coeff
fficient are smaller,
suggestingg higher sensitiivity of UF/DW
WUs as compaared to UFs. It iis reasonable too expect that w
with a larger sample
size our coonfidence in thhis conjecture w
would increasee.

Figuure 6. Averagee lake cleanlineess by round
Description: The figure compaares the average lakke cleanliness in th
the two rounds undder the three treatm
ments. A lake cleaanliness of 50% pro
ovides
the DWU witth a payoff of 10000 tokens.

ffectiveness off expressing em
motions is com
mparable to thee empathetic fframing (Figurre 6).
On a largeer scale the eff
Neither thhe non-parameetric Kruskal-W
Wallis test (χχ2(2)=2.40, p-vvalue=0.30) noor the Mann-W
Whitney-Wilcoxon
rank-sum test showed any
a statisticallyy significant ddifference betw
ween the treatm
ments in the ssecond round. This
suggests thhat explicit em
motional feedbaack, even though not expresssed by everyonne, works simillarly to the imp
plicit
appeal to eemotions throuugh framing.
5. Conclusions and Imp
plications
ented
Three impportant implicaations can be derived from ouur study. First,, our experimeent supports thaat priming-orie
framing iss highly effecttive in changinng the behavioor of subjects.. This supports Singer & Feehr’s (2005, p.340)
argument that “empathhy renders ourr emotions otther-regardingg, which provvides the motiivational basis for
other-regaarding behavioor”. Empathy framing leadds to an almoost equitable ddistribution off income, whereas
self-interest framing leaads to more pprofit-maximizzing behavior. Both of thesse are differennt from the ne
eutral
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scenario. In line with the comment of a referee on the Alpizar et al. (2008, p.312) paper that “the framing effects do
not only cause problems; sometimes they may be seen as an asset for the researcher” we argue that rather than
avoiding framing in all experiments we should study its impact as interactions/communications in the field do not
happen in neutral language and without context. In particular our results support that environmental policy should
appeal to the empathy of polluters.
Second, perhaps not surprisingly, the subjects with a higher stake in the quality of the lake water contributed much
more to the cleanliness of the lake than those with no stake. We observe this effect despite the identical Nash
equilibrium for both types. This finding is in line with both, the neuroeconomics findings that the degree to which
individuals have empathetic feelings depends on the situational factors (Singer, 2009) and the dual-interest and
metaeconomics framework (Hayes & Lynne, 2004; Lynne, 2006) in that the UF/DWUs were placed into the
situation of “walking-in-the-shoes-of” downstream water users and, thus, displayed more empathetic behavior
than the UFs who could only imagine how it feels. In terms of policy this calls for increased exposure of
upstreamers to the negative externalities of their behavior. In contrast to a traditional approach of fully
internalizing the externality, our results support the contention that even a minor internalization, maybe even
symbolic in nature, may suffice to significantly change behavior. In addition, typically UFs will be downstream to
other negative environmental externalities, such as global warming, air pollution, and wind erosion. Pointing
out/educating about the similarities of the consequence of their own actions to other people and the impact of these
other negative externalities on themselves (asking them to project ownself into that dowsnstream situation) may
then help to change the upstreamer’s behavior.
Third, negative emotional feedback (non-monetary punishment), although costly, is an effective tool in positively
influencing environmental choices. As Xiao & Houser (2005, p.7401) noted “the desire to express emotions, and
constraints on that demand, are a ubiquitous feature of human social interaction” so it is worth utilizing this desire
in addition to the standard policies of monetary sanctions and rewards and putting more emphasis on the
dual-interest underlying such decisions. Our findings provide additional support for the effectiveness of policies
that promote social punishment and public shaming as strategies to achieve lawful and/or cooperative behavior.
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Notes
Note 1. For example, a number of studies of irrigation systems in Nepal as well as in Japan, India and Sri Lanka
and studies on forests all over the world reported about their effective farmer–designed systems (Ostrom, 2010).
Note 2. In the hot version of the game visceral factors (including strongly felt emotions) lead to a strong impulse to
punish unfair behavior and dominate the decision making process (Brosig et al., 2003).
Note 3. A subject could select to send one of the following three messages: “Your choice was (1) good, (2) neither
good nor bad, and (3) bad” (López-Pérez & Vorsatz 2010, p.532).
Note 4. The CT (minimal tilling of the land) was presented as a relatively lower profit practice. The CT was also
presented as the tillage with relatively mild environmental impact: under CT the land is disturbed minimally
leading to less soil erosion, lower chemical runoff, and overall higher drinking water quality of the downstream
rivers and lakes.
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Note 5. The IT was presented as a relatively higher profit tillage practice for the agricultural operator. The IT was
also presented as the tillage with relatively higher negative environmental impact: IT leads to soil erosion and
greater chemical runoff, and, thus, significantly reduces the drinking water quality of the downstream rivers and
lakes.
Note 6. If each of the farmers will choose (independently) to place all their 500 acres of land under CT (
500), then the lake cleanliness will be 100%.
/
Note 7. In Merriam-Webster dictionary empathy is defined as “the action of understanding, being aware of, being
sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience of another of either the past or
present without having the feelings, thoughts, and experience fully communicated in an objectively explicit
manner” (http://www.merriam-webster.com accessed on 09/04/2011).
Note 8. Nikiforakis (2010) shows that the type of information that is presented to the subjects (e.g. contribution
versus earning of the fellow group members in the public goods game) matters for their play. Along similar lines,
as noted by the referee of Cubitt, Drouvelis & Gächter’s (2011) paper (footnote 6) it may be problematic to assume
that a player is able to differentiate his emotions towards the other two players individually. We showed to the
DWU only the outcome (lake cleanliness/pollution) of both choices (but not the actual CT/IT choices), so that this
outcome can be judged by the DWU against some “ideal” and/or expected outcome rather than the choices of the
two farmers being judged in comparison to each other. This also reflects the real life situation in which the
downstream water users can observe only the outcomes of the actions of the upstream farmers, but not their actual
actions/choices.
Note 9. Faces were identified as smiley/unhappy and frowny/unhappy based on the common usage of emoticons in
electronic communications. Google search for a respective image out of the first 24 faces, 21 (smiley) and 22
(happy) clearly resemble ; 19 (frowney) and 18 (unhappy) clearly resemble . Results of the search are available
from the authors upon request.
Note 10. This roughly corresponds to the incentive payments in recent experiments (e.g. Cubitt, Drouvelis &
Gächter, 2011; Duffy & Kornienko, 2010). Opportunity costs represented by the reported average hourly wage of
subjects were $8.95, which is calculated without an outlier – one subject recorded an hourly wage of $1,320.
Note 11. An odds ratio below one means that the event is less likely to occur than the reference event.
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